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Abstract. As technology evolves (e.g. 3D cameras, accelerometers, multitouch
surfaces, etc.) new gestural interaction methods are becoming part of the
everyday use of computational devices. This trend forces practitioners to
develop applications for each interaction method individually. This paper
tackles the problem of interpreting gestures in a multiple ways of interaction
scenario, by focusing on the abstract gesture rather than on the technology or
technologies used to generate it. This article describes the Flash Library for
Interpreting Natural Gestures (FLING), a framework for developing multigestural applications integrated and running in different gestural-platforms. By
offering an architecture for the integration and unification of different types of
interaction, FLING eases scalability while presenting an environment for rapid
prototyping by novice multi-gestural programmers. Throughout the article we
analyse the benefits of this approach, comparing it with state of the art
technologies, describe the framework architecture, and present several
examples of applications and experiences of use.
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1 Introduction
The evolving progression of HCI interfaces promises a brilliant future to seamless
control and handling of intelligent devices. New ways of interaction are invented and
integrated in the search for the best and most natural method of interaction between
humans and computers. Their goal is to allow for a more intuitive and natural way of
expression when communicating with computers. An immediate consequence of this
evolution is the creation of new input devices with which we can operate. Today,
intelligent homes can be fitted with all sorts of sensors (temperature, movement,
pressure, fingerprint…). Also, existing devices are enhanced with extra sensing
capabilities [1], such as multi-touch screens, accelerometers and voice recognition in
smartphones like Apple’s iPhone or Google’s Nexus S.
As computers integrate deeper into our daily lives, the most natural way to use
them becomes dependent to each particular scenario. A single application will have to
allow different interaction methods across different settings in order to offer the most

suitable experience each time. For example, for talking to a friend, video conferencing
will be suitable at home, where you can give visual and hearing attention to the other
person, while text chatting will be more adequate in a football stadium during a
match, where being heard can be very difficult.
From a programmer’s point of view, more input devices entail a higher complexity
when treating input. Different peripherals offer different interaction possibilities,
which generate input events that need to be processed in order to interact with the
applications. To reduce the difficulty of dealing with a large (and sometimes
unknown) number of input devices, cross-platform frameworks are used to take care
of these devices, and for developing applications using a set of abstract input events.
The difficulty of programming for cross-platform ubiquitous control has been
shifted from treating each input device, to learning how to work with cross-platform
frameworks. In a world of constant upgrades in hardware gadgets and increasing
intelligent sensing devices, developers need unification and standardization of user
intention recognition regardless of the technology employed.

2 Related work
The advantages of allowing the user to choose the most adequate input device for
interaction with applications are therefore being studied and proven profitable.
Multimodal interaction frameworks [2, 3, 4] pose valuable precedents of frameworks
for using different input devices for human-computer interaction, using input events
either independently or combined. However, we lack a higher degree of flexibility
when translating device actions (fixed for each input peripheral) into application
actions (which trigger the available operations on the computer). One programmer
could require a sequence of device events to carry out an operation, while another
would be looking for a different one. Moreover, different users using the same
application may require different responses to similar input patterns.
This issue is of particular importance in multitouch environments in which events
are usually composed of several device inputs (e.g. multiple fingers touching a
display) that have to be, furthermore, interpreted from complex raw data, such as blob
identification and analysis. In order to ease the process of interpreting device inputs in
camera-based multitouch systems, several low-level frameworks such as TouchLib
[5], reacTIVision [6], Community Core Vision (CCV) [7] or Touchè [8] are available
to identify significant blobs as screen touches ready to process. This interpretation
results, in most cases, in TUIO messages codifying each finger and its evolution on
the surface. This kind of frameworks provides a first level of abstraction, allowing
applications to listen from a single channel to every finger interaction in a unified
manner. Advanced examples of these are BBTouch [9] and LightTracker [10], which
improve the aforementioned frameworks by allowing an advance tunning of the
recognition parameters, or VVVV [11], which allows associating blob input with
different visualization methods using a visual programming paradigm.
Nevertheless, multitouch interactions are most of the times composed of several
fingers and, therefore, multiple events have to be reinterpreted, according to the
element of the UI over which they are acting, to form a high level global gesture (e.g.

two fingers moving are interpreted as moving apart from each other). Finally, the
interpreted gestures have to be associated with a particular action. Some systems such
as PyMT [12] or Grafiti [13] provide a transparent mechanism to distribute events
among the elements of the UI as well as basic interpreters for the most common
gestures such as move, resize or rotate.
However, the number of different gestures in multitouch systems can grow far
beyond the basic ones and the actions associated with each of them may vary among
applications or, in a single application, from component to component. Thus, a higher
degree of abstraction, modularization and composition is needed. Systems such as
Surface SDK [14] or DiamondTouch SDK [15] provide this kind of flexibility to a
reasonable degree but are constrained to a particular platform, limiting their
extensibility and scalability in an ever-increasing world of multitouch hardware
solutions. Similarly, proprietary frameworks such as GestureWorks [16] constrain
their extensibility, compared to their open source counterparts, in an ever-increasing
world of gestures.
Nonetheless, while multitouch systems are gaining popularity, they are far from
being an alternative to the standard mouse-keyboard paradigm and will have to
further cohabitate with new interaction devices such as the Wii remote or Kinect.
Thus, systems such as Squidy [17] provide a low-level alternative to unify various
device drivers, frameworks, and tracking toolkits in one common library, overcoming
the limitations of higher level solutions such as GestureWorks [16] or Grafiti [13]
designed to work just with multitouch events.
From the high level open source alternatives designed to support different input
mechanisms, define new gestures and dynamically associate actions with them, we
can distinguish between language dependent and language independent frameworks.
Those that rely on a separated event system, allowing to program in the language of
our choice, force the programmer to provide a description of the UI and its
components to the event interpreter layer. This is done either explicitly, therefore,
adding an extra complexity to the programming process that prevents a rapid
prototyping, as in SparshUI [18] and Midas [19], or implicitly through a widget
library, as in libTISCH [20], simplifying the communication channel but making very
difficult to interpret events outside the boundaries of the widget.
MT4j [21] (MultiTouch for Java) is, on the other hand, a language dependent
framework designed for rapid prototyping and gesture extension. Making use of the
well-known event-listener java architecture, it allows components to listen to
particular gestures without modifying or adding complexity to the UI design and
coding.
FLING, the framework described in this article, falls into this last category but
relies on Adobe’s Flash, instead, as a well-known platform to graphical designers.
Thus, graphic design and program logic can be easily separated and distributed among
designers and programmers, allowing for good-looking rapid prototyping. In addition,
contrary to systems such as MT4j, FLING provides a double distribution mechanism.
Through one channel, interpreted gestures are propagated to every component,
allowing them to know what is happening to themselves as well as to the rest of the
components. Through the second one, raw events are propagated too, allowing to
program global or partial interpretations in any component of the UI, whether they
fall in or outside its boundaries.

3 The FLING Framework
FLING (Flash Library for Interpreting Natural Gestures) is a cross-platform multigesture framework for developing Adobe Air and Flash applications using the
ActionScript 3.0 programming language.
FLING has been developed under the following principles:
3.1 Platform-independent
FLING shares the “write once, run anywhere” philosophy. In order to run on the
highest number of computing devices, a platform-independent programming language
is a must. ActionScript 3.0, the language behind Adobe Flash and Air applications,
was chosen for this purpose. Applications run on any desktop operating system
(Windows, Mac and Linux) and also on Android smartphones. A special version,
Flash Lite, can even be used on more basic mobile phones [22].
We chose this way of deploying cross-platform applications instead of using
adapted interfaces because we believe that technologies such as Java, HTML and
Adobe Flash, which in the past have been secluded to being used on standard PCs,
will soon be running with the same capabilities on even the most basic portable
devices. The processing gap between different computing architectures is closing-in,
and today we can find smartphones1, tablets2, notebooks3 and desktop computers
sharing very similar dual-core processing computational power.
The Adobe family of products provides a very powerful and robust set of tools for
the visual design of graphical interfaces. Also, when integrating these graphical
elements into the Flash platform for adding programming logic, there is full
compatibility and interoperability between multimedia contents. A drawing made in
Photoshop can be imported into Illustrator to get a vector graphic that then can be
inserted into Flash and get animated. The final symbol can be accessed and
manipulated from code using the ActionScript language. And finally, the result will
be an Adobe Air or Flash multi-platform application.
3.2 Useful for rapid prototyping
For first-time cross-platform multi-gesture application developers, FLING provides a
basic manipulation of visual objects using the traditional mouse and keyboard, and
multi-touch surfaces. Extending from the base FLING object class, object movement,
rotation, resizing and physics engine (inertia, collisions, gravity…) can be enabled
with a single line of code, as seen below.
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Example of extending from the base FLING object class

public class NewObject extends FlingObj{
public function NewObject():void{
movable = resizable = rotatable = physics = true;
}
}
The visual symbol of class “NewObject” will respond according to the activated
capabilities upon standard input events. In the case of the mouse and keyboard, the
object will respond as shown on Table 1. Using a multi-touch surface, the object will
respond as shown on Table 2.
This initial functionality allows for basic application interaction without getting
into event interpretation or gesture handling. It is oriented towards Adobe Flash and
Air developers with minimal knowledge in device input processing, and allows them
to create cross-platform multi-gesture applications which can run on multi-touch
surfaces and standard computers without making the effort of learning a complex new
framework.
FLING requires little adaptation for first-time programmers. One of the basic
fundaments of its operation is a tree-structured hierarchy of symbols or visual objects
(Figure 1). A unique FLING root object, representing the application itself, contains
all device parsers and gesture interpreters. All symbols used in an application must be
children to this root object (either directly, or further down in the tree of child
objects). This is required because it represents the order in which visual objects are
layered in an application. The root object is the background of the application, and it
represents the lower-most layer. The next level in the hierarchy of children objects
represents the layer on-top of the background layer, and so on.
Table 1. Default actions triggered by mouse and keyboard input events.
Input device gesture
Drag with mouse
Control key + Drag with mouse
Shift key + Drag with mouse

Action performed on object
Object moves under mouse pointer
Object resizes in regard to its center and the mouse pointer
Object rotates in regard to its center and the mouse pointer

Table 2. Default actions triggered by multi-touch finger input events.
Input device gesture
Slide one finger over the object
Pose two fingers over object and
separate or join them
Pose two fingers over object and
move one around the other

Action performed on object
Object moves according to the finger movement
Object resizes according to distance variation between
fingers
Object rotates acording to angle variation of line joining
fingers

The FLING framework relies on Flash’s native visual hierarchy of objects for target
identification, allowing disambiguating when objects overlap. As all Flash objects
have one (and only one) parent and their insertion order decides among siblings, no
inconsistencies can occur between FLING’s object targeting and Flash’s visual

representation. Using the native structure for object nesting presents a logical way to
navigate through objects and can, therefore, be already found in most applications.

Fig. 1. Event parsing and interpretation inside the FLING framework.

3.3 Allows customization of event interpretation and triggered actions
To extend the default functionality offered as standard when working with FLING,
developers can tune and enhance the interpretation of device events into gestures, and
the reactions upon receiving interpreted gestures. This can be achieved with minimal
code modification because of the predisposition to customization.
The three main elements with which FLING works are events, gestures and
actions. Events are signals from input devices that are processed and homogenized

into a common stream of events by the device parsers. Each device has an associated
event parser that in some cases makes use of external drivers to capture input signals.
Gestures are interpreted by another module which receives events parsed from all
the input devices available to the user. The interpreter can use the combination of
these input events and knows of all existing interface objects in order to make sense
of the user’s intentions. It outputs FLING Gestures, which consist of recognized user
intentions. FLING is then responsible of propagating and making gesture events reach
their correct target. Once an interactive object receives a gesture event (or FLING
Gesture), it reacts according to the triggered action for that gesture. Some triggered
actions are preconfigured by default (as is the case of the move, rotate and resize
actions mentioned in section 3.2) and others are left blank, but all of them are
customizable to fit the needs of each application.
As an example of triggered action customization, we will take the resizing gesture
and change its default action so that instead of changing size, the target object will
change its transparency. The code added to the target object for modifying this
behaviour is as follows:
Example of triggered action customization
override public function onRotateGesture(gesture:FlingGesture):void{
this.alpha += gesture.varAngle%360;
}

Normally, the “varAngle” property of the FLING event received is used to rotate the
object accordingly. Instead, we are using this value, normalized between -1.0 and 1.0,
to alter the alpha value of the object, hence changing its transparency. This is just an
example of how easy it is to change the behavior associated to a particular gesture.
Another example of framework customization can be seen when modifying the
way device events are interpreted into gestures. We will take the multi-touch gesture
interpreter and add some code to recognize a new gesture. The new gesture will
consist in a quick slide of two fingers (cursor1 and cursor2) over a visual object, from
top to bottom. This gesture will be called the “minimize” gesture, and could be linked
to the minimizing action, but this is entirely up to the programmer.
The code needed inside the finger interpreter to recognize this gesture is the
following:
Example of gesture customization
if(numCursors == 2){
if(cursor1.type == cursor2.type == CURSOR-EXIT){
if(slideDirection(cursorStream1)
== slideDirection(cursorStream2) == SLIDE-DOWN){
flingGestures.push(new FlingGesture(“MINIMIZE”));
}
}
}

3.4 Cross-platform multi-gestures
Another requirement for ubiquitous control is the possibility of multiple device input
(Figure 2). FLING comes with parser modules for mouse & keyboard, multi-touch
surfaces (such as Microsoft’s Surface4, MultiTouch Cell5 and the reacTable [23]),
pressure tokens (special objects recognizable by pressure marks) and fiducial markers
[24]. These input devices can be used right away, and can be configured and
customized to fit the application’s needs.

Fig. 2. A multi-platform running environment and multi-gesture input interaction enable
applications run on the device which most suits each scenario.

For advanced necessities, it also allows for new input devices to be used when
needed. The steps for adding a new input device are:
1. Identify the input data format in which the device sends events from the user’s
interaction. If not provided by the standard Adobe Flash / Air libraries, parse the
device signals into atomic non-interpreted events. These atomic events should
match the device’s interaction possibilities. For example, a joystick will have
coordinate events indicating its position, and button events indicating any change
in the state of their manipulation.
2. Add a gesture interpretation module for the new input device, which groups atomic
input events into recognized gestures. For example, using multi-touch surfaces,
two fingers separating from each-other over a same object are recognized as a
resize event by default. Gesture metrics (e.g.: resizing value) are also included in
the interpreted gesture. The gesture interpretation module sends recognized
gestures, called FLING events, as shown on Figure 1, which can be equivalent to
those already handled, or new ones which are exclusive to each input device.
3. FLING will forward both atomic (or raw) events and gesture (or FLING) events to
all objects, as described in section 3.2, for them to react consequently. All of the
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aspects of input device reading and interpreting can be openly customized to obtain
the required functionality, as stated on section 3.3.
Multi-touch surfaces are one of the input devices currently supported by FLING
(Figure 3). On a typical multi-touch table, fingers placed on-top of the touch panel
(A) create light blobs that can be tracked by a video camera [25]. The camera sends a
video stream (1) to a blob driver (B), such as reacTIVision [6], Touchlib [5] or
Community Core Vision [7], which then outputs finger events using the TUIO
protocol [26] through a data socket (2). FLING (C) connects to this data socket and
uses the incoming finger events from the panel to begin the interpretation and
propagation processes (3). Finally, the application reacts to the intentions expressed
by the user, and evolves its visual interface (4) which is displayed on the same surface
used as touch panel (D).

Fig. 3. Multi-touch surface input handling using the FLING framework.

Inside the FLING framework, a parser module reads unprocessed finger events
obtained from the hardware drivers, and homogenizes them into standard input device
events. This homogenization consists in a translation of native signals to a common
event class, which holds the same information but in a standard form. Then, the finger
interpretation module is in charge of interpreting and generating gesture events that
FLING will send to the appropriate application object. Interactive objects will react in
response to these gesture events, and will also receive the unprocessed input events in
case more information is required.
The format of gestures produced from a multi-touch surface is compatible with
those generated using mouse, fiducial or token devices. Interactive objects from the
application receive complete and descriptive gestures with the user’s intentions, but
don’t have to worry about the input used to express those intentions. Additionally,

unprocessed events from the input devices are also delivered to application objects for
the event of needing detailed information about raw input data.
3.5 Progressive learning curve
The idea behind offering both rapid prototyping and advanced customization
capabilities is to create a progressive and smooth learning curve when working with
the framework. Existing cross-platform frameworks offer extensive functionality and
very advanced user expression recognition, but are difficult to use at first and require
a lengthy learning period. We experienced these difficulties when trying commercial
products such as Gestureworks[16] or the TUIO Flash client library [27] for receiving
multi-touch events. It is normal to go through a number of learning steps while getting
comfortable using a new framework, and a learning curve similar to the one described
by Gaines [28] is typically experienced.

4 Sample Applications
FLING has been thoroughly tested and used for the development of full applications
which have made their way into educational and experimental projects. Different
working environments with adapted input devices have accommodated these
applications, and people with varying levels of knowledge and expertise have given
them a try.
4.1 Therapy applications
To serve as a complement for people with disorders, games such as Simon® and
Gesture Hero (Figure 4) were developed under particular requirements. They were
designed in cooperation with teachers and assistants of people with Down syndrome
and Alzheimer’s disease to serve as therapy work for these collectives.
This supervised use has served to gather information about interaction habits and
difficulties that has been used in FLING’s design.

Fig. 4. On the left, the Simon® game, a memory training application. On the right, the Gesture
Hero game, a psychomotor skill game.

Specific gestures were added to the Gesture Interpreter module in order to supply
these applications of their interaction requirements.
4.2 Educational applications
In addition to the therapy applications, other educational applications have been
developed to be included in the regular activities of people with Down syndrome
during their classrooms. Examples are the Postman Game and the Price is Right game
shown on Figure 5.
The Postman Game consists in handing packages to the right recipient using the
same procedure as real postmen do in our university. The user needs to search for the
correct floor, office or desk assigned to the recipient from an address file. Then she
must drag the package on to the correct mailbox. This application was made to train
future university postmen, and it resembles the real procedure faithfully.
The Price is Right game simulates a typical trip to the cafeteria. The waiter offers
the user a product at random, and informs her of its price. In the wallet the user has
money represented by actual photographs of real Euro bills. She must drag money
from the wallet onto the waiter’s plate, and the waiter will give her the right change in
return. Upon analysing the payment, the game awards the user with a rating which
will be better as the payment gets closer to the right price. The change from the
previous purchase is used to continue throughout the game.

Fig. 5. On the left, the Postman Game, a package delivery simulator. On the right, the Price is
Right, a money management game.

These games are oriented to desktop computer usage, although they have also been
tested on multi-touch tables with real-case users. This was possible thanks to the
variety of input devices supported by FLING, which made it easy to shift from one
platform to another without any modification.
4.3 Data visualization and control applications
One of the great advantages of using a development environment as Adobe Air /
Flash is its inherited multimedia capabilities. Video and audio content can be accessed
in many ways, and FLING adds a rich interaction experience that helps in the
complex task of data visualization of large collections of multimedia content.
For these reasons, FLING was employed at Carnegie Mellon University to create a
video discovery application that used a geographical information system based on
Google MapsTM. Maps can be browsed with multi-touch gestures, and embedded
videos can be opened and played with full timeline controls, which are easily
triggered with finger gestures. The typical hardware setup for this application is a
vertical multi-touch panel on which the graphical interface can be projected and the
interaction is executed using the hands. This application is an example of different
interaction techniques seamlessly combined through FLING. While the Google
MapsTM API listens to mouse events, the multitouch panel generates TUIO events. In
addition, the rest of the elements of the interface, such as the opened videos, listen to
finger events. FLING integrates all the interactions seamlessly, significantly reducing
the programmer’s effort. Google MapsTM are integrated naturally, as they do in
traditional PC applications, and all the functions of their API can be used directly out
of the box.

Fig. 6. On the left, a video discovery application using GIS developed at the Instinctive
Computing Lab on Carnegie Mellon University. On the right, a control application for an
intelligent room at the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid.

The intelligent environment control application is meant to be run on a multi-touch
table that accepts fiducial marker interaction. These fiducial symbols can be placed
over appliances drawn on the house map to control some of their properties. For
example, the intensity fiducial marker can be placed over lamps, and can be rotated
clockwise to increase light brightness, or anti-clockwise to reduce it. A selection
fiducial can be placed over the TV to change the channel. This application was
developed to show how new input devices (fiducials in this case) can be easily added
to FLING, and how its functionality is automatically incorporated to the existing
gestures.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
This paper has focused on the problem of developing applications for an increasing
number of interaction mechanisms. In doing so, we have stressed the necessity to
distinguish between events, gestures and actions. Events depend on the interaction
mechanisms, gestures represent the users’ manipulation intentions and actions depend
on each particular application.
Following this distinction we have developed FLING, a framework that allows:
• To easily build interaction independent applications without having to deal with
interaction events.
• To build new complex gestures combining events from multiple interaction
sources.
This framework is designed to be:
• Scalable: so that new interaction mechanisms and gestures can be added and
integrated with existing ones.
• Multi-platform: so that it can run in the varied number of platforms in which the
new interaction mechanisms are emerging.

This framework has been tested, seamlessly and over a number of platforms, through
a number of applications using both traditional mouse and keyboard, as well as novel
multi-touch interaction mechanisms.
This has been achieved through a modular design, separating the parsing of each
input device from the gesture interpreter process. Thus, new sensors can be added by
just incorporating the corresponding parser to the framework.
We are currently working in extending the interaction experience through new
interaction mechanisms and merging the interaction of multiple interfaces.
Finally, working in the Ambient Intelligence domain, we look forward to enriching
the interactions with context-aware information in a multi-user, distributed, intelligent
environment.
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